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17. W~i~, India decided to send armed force to subdue the Nizam ofHyderabad to accede

to n 18as well as to crush the Ratakar movement, the Maharaja of Kashmir was left
un;uched. During these critical seventy-two days tribesmen raided the Kashmir valley
an captured the territory of the Dol:fll Maharaja lying beyond the North Kashmir
Range. See a,lso B.L. Sukhwal, Mo<fen:i Political Geography of India, 1985: 23.
18. ~IM~haraJas?f
Mysore had a long tradition of celebrating the Dusshera festival.
, h eht estate ofMysore was merged with India, Dusshera continued to be celebrated
. Wit t e same pomp and show.
19. It is inten:sting to note that while India has remained committed to the parliamentary
democratic system as the state policy, this cannot be said for Pakistan and Bangladesh.
There ;"ere several phases when the military leaders captured power to rule these
countries.
20. Th~re is a relationship between democracy and dictatorship in the two countries of
Pa~15t~n and Bangladesh. The military regimes have introduced a form of democracy,
which 15not free but guided. For example, General Ayub Khan of Pakistan introduced
a system of 'guided democracy'.
21. Socie.tie,s adopting, the Islanlic Law as a state policy find thentselves tied down to a
certam tnterpretation of the Islamic doctrine. But the issue seems to be disputable.
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The Subcontinent: Nations,
Nationalities and Nationalism

The South Asian subcontinent is also described as the Indian subcontinent. In this
chapter an attempt has been made to introduce the remon (Maps 2.1 and 2.2). A
brief country profile has been presented here to understand the regional setting,
natiorlS and nationalities. Geographical factors, as far as we know, have played a role .
in defining the personality of the South Asian region. The inter-country relatiorlS
have been described in order to realize the nature of the diversity in unity. People in
. different countries of the subcontinent
have a shared history. However, the
international relatiorlS have not been free from problems. The differential levels of
econonlic and human development have often resulted in divergent perceptiorts.
Even though there are sharp differences in personal names, dialects, dress ways and
culinary habits. The cultural characteristics and the ethnic composition of population
show an interesting mix. The South Asian natiorlS have been cast into a mould,
which is characteristically subcontinental and unique in its basic traits.
In this chapter we have tried to turn a few pages in the recent history of
South Asian natiorlS from Afghanistan to Maldives. The purpose is to understand
the past in order to erlSure an amicable present and a better furu.re, free from civil
strife and peaceful international relatiorlS. An attempt has been made here to
capture the elements, which describe the geographical
personality
of the
subcontinent and acts as the unifying principle. There are diversities in the physical
make up ofland (structure, relief and drainage), the evolution of territory, history
of peoplingand
the contemporary political and international relatiorlS between
and among the natiorlS of South Asia. The history of South Asia is full of references
to the process of unification and subdivision and re-unification. Empires have
been rising and falling leaving behind the primeval states/republics, or kingdoms.
People have forgotten their past and the story of rise and fall is not a part of their
memory. People often forget their past history hut the folk tales of this rise and fall
have always been preserved in their subcorlScious mind. One of the major traits of
the people of the subcontinent is glorification of the past. Much of this folklore
has entered into the minds of the authors of the bardic literature.
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Afghanistan is often described as the land of hardy, freedom-loving and triggerhappy Pathans, also known as Pakhtuns or Pushtuns.1 Afghanistan has a congenial
climate, which offers scope for the cultivation of a variety of fruit crops, such as
grapes, almonds, walnut and pine nut (chilghoza). The country is also known for its
woollen shawls, karakul pelts and rugs. For centuries Afghanistan has served as a
gateway to India for travellers from Central and West Asian countries. It is here
that some of the major Countries of Asia meet - India, Pakistan2, Iran,
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Kirghistan and China. On the north lie
Xinjiang and Tibet, autonomous provinces of China. The corridor role of
Afghanistan is not only the most significant-feature despite its land-locked status;
it has provided the space for racial and ethno-lingual intermixing. Historians, such
as Toynbee (1961) have recognised Afghanistan as one of the 'most important
roundabouts of the old world'. The Kabul valley route has always been a conduit
through which the traffic of people intending to reach India has passed. It has
enabled the people of West Asia and Central Asia, China and the regions lying in
the east and the west of the Pamir promontryl to intermingle here. It is in this role
that Afghanistan has served as a major meeting ground throughout the liistory of
the old world.

The Subcontinent: Nations, Nationalities and Nationalism

Roughly elliptical in shape, the country is characterised by uneven surfa~e
features such as high mountains and intermontane valleys (Map 2.3). The terram
with an'average altitude of 4,270 m. (14,000 feet) enj~ys a m~erate tem~erate
type of climate. The most significant relief feature IS the Hl~du. Koh. The
tains dominate the landscape of the subcontinent and define ItS northern
~~~~. They have always determined space relations with the r~st of the world.
The Hindu Koh extends for a distance of 800 km. from the P~mlr platea~ to the
Iranian borders in a northeast-southwest direction. The mountam comple~ mcludes
besides Hindu Koh, Karakoram and the Himalayan systems. These mountains d~fine
the northern and northwestern limits of the subcontinent. On the ~orth, the Hmdu
Koh range gives way to Karakoram and the Himalayan mountams. S?me of the
k
h· h 7 620 m (25 ,.000 feet) Most of the area is.. mountamous. The
peasareaslgas,
Hindu Koh Range is the source of the Kabul river and some of Its trlb~ta~ stre~ms.
The Kabul river carries the snowmelt from the highlands and emptles Itself mto
the Indus river near Attock. The Amu Darya (Oxus) forms the boundary between
Afghanistan and Uzbekistan.
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Pakistan
Pakistan came into being as a result of the partition of the subcontinent in August
1947.7 The two states that were born in the midnight of 14-15 August 1947 were
identical twins, equal in political status, unequal in size and weight (Map 2.4).
They carried with them similar congenital problems. While Pakistan was anaemic
at birth, India was found to be suffeting from chronic underdevelopment and .
regional disparities in economic growth and human development.

Soun:e: http://adas.mapquest.com/adas!

Map 2.3: Map of Afghanistan

The famous city of Mazar-e-Sharif on the Afghan side and the city ofTermez
across thS river in Uzbekistan are the outposts of the two countries. Movement
across .Hindu
Koh Range has always been difficult but not impossible. It is due
to the J:Ughaltitude of the passes, such as Shibar pass (2,987 m. or 10,000 feet),
that the traffic o~ humans and animals has always bt~n thin. The· Shibar pass
connects Kabul With the northern outlying regions of Afghanistan. The terrain in
this sector consists of lowlands, much valued for the agricultural potential. The
famous Khyber Pass lying in the southern extension of the Hindu Koh Range,
locally known as Safed Koh, has served as the main gateway to the northern and
western parts of the su~ntinent.5 Similarly, the Bolan Pass situated in the Kirthar
Range offers access to the neighbouring parts of Baluchistan in Pakistan. The
sout?ern and sc:>uthwesternparts of Afghanistan are too dry and inhospitable. This
~art IS dotted With lakes and swamps, a typical example of inland drainage. Helmand
IS ~y far the longest river; .whi~ emptie~ itself in the lakes and swamps of the dry
r~~on, .also kn?wn as regzstan. AfghanIStan has passed through several stages of
clVlI strife and Its recent political history has disturbed the peace and tranquillity
of the ~ghan people. The problem arose when the erstwhile Soviet Union allowed
to estabhsh a communist regime converting the monarchy into a political party
sys~em. Mu~h of the Afghan blood fled during a long drawn struggle. The Taliban
r~~me, .which was deeply religious, imposed its policies of Islamic revival and a
clVlI strife. The Baluchistan province of Pakistan is a continuation of the Irania
~rovinc~ of the same name. The cultural history of Afghanistan is a product o~
mteractlon between different tribal groups living in this area.

Source: http://atlas.mapquest.com/atlas/

Map 2.4: Map of Pakistan

The leaders of the two countries responded similarly to the impulses of social
and economic change, occasionally thrust on them by the aid-giving countries of
the North, particularly, the United States of Ametica. The ideologues of the aidgiving agencies chalked out programmes for national reconstruction and
comprehensive development. Aid giving agencies came in bundles making every
Indian and every Pakistani national indebted to the aid-giving agencies of the
Northern world (read developed world).
.
While Pakistan was a dreamland of the leaders of a section of the Muslim
community of the subcontinent in the thirties and the early forties of the twentieth
century, the communal climate preceding the independence and partition ofIndia
converted it into a ground reality. In fact, the communally charged atmosphere
was one of the most important causes of partition. The idea of Pakistan did not
mean that all the Muslims on this side of the newly carved-out borders would
migrate to Pakistan, East or West and that all the Hindus living in northwestern
India before the country was partitioned, or those in East Bengal would migrate to
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world is becoming a unified village, in the wake of globalisation and perestroika,
the motive of cleansing appears anachronistic, and an almost impossible task.
The northern and the western parts of the subcontinent, including Afghanistan,
and parts of Pakistan, such as Baluchistan, Sind, and Punjab have been more
open to external influences. Vast chunks of the territory, such as Kashmir,
Punjab, Sind and parts of Gujarat, Kachchh and Kathiawar, were in the control
of alien rulers-Greeks, Greco-Bactrians, Iranians (Achaemenid), Arabs, Turks,
Uzbeks, White Huns, Indo-Scythians, Sakas, Kushanas, and the like. The
territory of Pakistan, when it emerged as a separate country in 1947. was
genetically linked to the occupation of this part of the subcontinent by external
powers. The Greeks and Greco-Bactrians ruled for no less than two hundred
years, Earlier the Iranians Achaemenid Empire had ruled over this region for
about two hundred years. The demand for Pakistan was the culmination of a
long history of separatism and communalism turned into hatred. The nuclei of
political power based in Patliputra, Kanyakubja or Agra, Delhi or Hastinapur
were not always in a position to control the northwestern parts of the
subcontinent for more than brief periods of a few centuries. A careful study of
the history of the northwestern part of the subcontinent suggests that it was
easy for'the people in these regions to respond to thecentrifugal forces, The
territory was too vast to be controlled from a single centre of power. It may be
noted that the on-going conflict between India and Pakistan is a kind of a
rebirth of the spirit of distrust and dejection, expressed in the never~ending
internecine war between and among the petty kingdoms in the ancient and
medieval periods of our history (Basham 1964: 14). The twin states of India
and Pakistan behaved similarly: If one test-fired inter ballistic missiles (IBM),
the other was not lagging behind'4.This has resulted in a never-ending race for
arms, including the nukes. Today, the ground reality is that both the countries
are prepared for any eventuality in the arena of war.
The emergence of Pakistan as a sovereign state in 1947 out of the British
Empire in South Asia was in a way,a little wonder of the world. It had two wingsEast and West, separated by 1,600 km. ofIndian territory. There was no opportunity
available to the people of the two wings of Pakistan to understand each other's
social, cultural and ethnic traits. Nor were they prepared for an understanding of
each other's social history. Bengali culture was miles away from the Punjabi, Sindhi,
Baluchi and the Pushtun cultures. There was a sudden realisation that all of them
were Muslim and that could be the basis of a separate state. The same authority of
the Raj ruled the two regions but that was not a sufficient condition for unity.9
The differences were more glaring than initially envisioned by the theorists of the
idea of Pakistan. The people of the rice,eating East and the wheat-eating West
were oblivious of the fact that the language and literature divided them more
significantly than religion. Both Tagore and Nazar-ul-Islam, were, by and large,
alien to the people of Pakistan in the West Wing, just as Iqbal and Hafeez Jalandhari
were not familiar names in the memory of the people in the Ea§! Wing. They were
diverse in looks, habits, culinary tradition and food preferences. They were also

different in dress ways and aesthetic values. The galaxy of writers and poets who
influenced pOpular thinking were different from each other.
The East-West relations deteriorated with time. In fact, not much time was
wasted before the East wing broke away from the West. This was a test of the
idea of Pakistan. Islamic fraternity and solidarity is not a game of numbers. This
happened just after 24 years of living together. This new Bengali fortress was
christened as Bangladesh.lo The newly created state of Bangladesh took away
about 16 per cent of the Pakistani area and 48 per cent of her population. The
Bengali Bhadralog in the Indian state of West Bengal were amused by this
development, but they were not enthusiastic about it. They were, however,
nostalgic abollt their roots in the land now renamed as Bangladesh. They were
jubilant at the fall of the Pakistani establishment in their immediate
neighbourhood.
Geographers generally recognize three major physiographic divisions of
Pakistan-the
Indus Plain, the Baluchistan Highlands and the submontane
regions in North Western Frontier Province (NWFP). The Indus Plain (80
km. wide and 320 km. long) is further divisible in the Punjab Plain and the
Sind Plain at the meso level. One observes a coastal plain, Akheron basin to
the west of Baluchistan Highlands and the Thar Desert to the east.12
Baluchistan Highlands consist of several mountain ranges, such as Toba Kakar
Range, Sulaiman Range and the Kirthar Range. The renowned Khybar Pass,
which was crossed time and again to reach India by travellers from central
Asia and west Asia, is situated in the Safed Koh Range, a segment of the Hindu
Koh Range. Similarly, the Bolan Pass east of Quetta provides a connecting
route to the lower Indus basin. Pakistan consists of several provinces-Sind,
Baluchistan, Punjab and the North Western Frontier Province (NWFP).
Besides, there are tribal areas, which are administered by the federal
government. The tribal areas are mostly situated in the northwestern part of
Pakistan along the Pakistan-Afghanistan border. The federal government of
Pakistan has not found it easy to control the tribal areas and their ]ehadi
movements based on the Pakistani soil.
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Bangladesh

The state of Bangladesh is the latest addition to the political map of the
subcontinent (Map 2.5). The most striking feature of Bangladesh is its physical
environment. The economy and the society can be shaken at the slightest pretext.
The country has a history of floods, tropical cyclonic storms and other natural
hazards. These disasters have often led to the ouster of governments. Likewise,
social upheavals are no less significant. First, the myth that commonality of religion
can be the basis of state formation has exploded. East Bengal (East Pakistan) created
on the basis of the so-called Muslim statistical dominance has lost its meaning. In
fact, cultural factors, such as the Bengali language and literature define its identity
better.

Source:
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Map 2.5: Map of Bangladesh

One may argue that the only difference between these two regions is r-eligion.
While West Bengal is a Hindu dominance area, Bangladesh is an area of Muslim
concentration. By the same logic one may suggest that the Indian state of West
Bengal should have been merged with East Bengal. This leads to the assump~on
that a sovereign state of Greater Bengal would have been ideal for the peace. This is
an idea, which could not be sustained in the midst of prevailing atmosphere of
confusion on the question of Bangladeshi identity. India played a role to further
strengthen the state based on the religious identity. In our view, Bangladesh was a
reincarnation of the idea ofPakist:an. It obviously confronted with the Indian concept
of secularism. In rejecting the logic of religion-based identity, and proving its inefficacy
as a viable basis of state formation, India forced the Pakistani establishment to quit.
Understandably, and as some critics pointed out, the change of regime did not uphold
the basic ideal of secularism. In those momentous years, it is generally believed that
the Indian leadership failed to realise that the religious basis of the newly created
state of Bangladesh could be a source of tension. It could be a dangerous tool to play
with. The uneasy history of inter-community relations in Bangladesh (Hindu Bengalis
vs. Muslim Bengalis) proved this fact convincingly.
In order to highlight the fact, one may assume that the new state of
Bangladesh was born in the womb of Pakistan. Out-migration of the povertystricken masses into India was a direct corollary of the religion-based politics.
These questions would be asked and answered by the future historian. India
helped the p'd>ple of Bangladesh in 1971 but they did not imagine that the
Indo-Bangladesh borders were soft and making infiltration of the Bangladeshis

into India easy. It may be reiterated that Tagore and Nazar-ul-Islam belong to
the same cultural heritage of Greater Bengal. Today, Bangladeshis face natural
hazards like floods and cyclonic storms in a cycle. Likewise, the country has to
face the consequences of a high rate of population growth. It may be argued
that infiltration is a direct result of population growth in Bangladesh (Elahi
and Sultana 1985: 15-35). If the cup were full up to the brim it would necessarily
overflow.
Muslim population from Bihar and Uttar Pradesh migrated to Bangladesh when
it was known as East Pakistan. However, their presence in Bangladesh is another
dimension of the problem and a good example of narrow-minded policies of all the
.partners in this enterprise: Pakistan, India and Bangladesh. 13 The Biharis are leading
a miserable life in the makeshift isolation camps for the last thirty-six years. Children
of the Bihari families, born in 1970, are now 37 years old. Do they have economic
means to survive, or seek good education and a good health-care delivery system
for them? International observers have noted the dualistic policies of India for
discrimination between the Bangladeshi refugees on the basis of religious identity.
Today, the situation is that the Hindu refugees are settled in the Dandakaranya
area in the then Madhya Pradesh, now Chhattisgarh state. The spirit of secularism 14
suffered a setback.

Source: http://atlas.mapcjuest.com/adasl

Map 2.6: Map of Nepal

The Raj authorities recognised the sovereign s~t!Js of a number of kingdoms
and chieftains hips on the northern and the northeastern outskirts of their empire
in India:. The empire extended from borders of Afghanistan to Manipur and
Tripura. These states were situated in the sub-Himalayan and the cis-HinduKoh regions and constituted a sort of buffer zone between the British and Tsarist
Empires. The international boundary of Nepal extended from the term in the
south and the sub-Himalayan region in the north. It was in the terai region that
the kingdom of Nepal faced India. Evidently, the competition between the Indian
and the Nepalese peasantry intending to settle, or already settled in the terai
region, was one of the reasons which contributed to an uneasy peace on the
borders. Both the nations have complained of encroachment on either sidels of
the international boundary. The Himalayan kingdom is a hilly region and the
scramble for level land in the terai region is understandable. Recent data show
that migration from the hilly region to the term region of Nepal has been a
common phenomenon.
The Himalayan kingdom of Nepal is divided into: Great Himalayas, Middle
Himalayas and the term belt which runs parallel to the axis of the outer Himalayan
range known as the Siwalik Range (Map 2.6). As noted earlier, the Great Himalayas
are a formidable mountain range, with an average height of 4,570 m. (15,000 feet)
and above. The Middle Himalayas, locally known as the Mahabharata Range in
Nepal, is relasvely not as high as the Great Himalayan Range, the average height
being 2,500 m.,.(8,200 feet). The wet and once heavily forested term region is
situated in the southern part of Nepal bordering India. The relief features have

played a role in defining the zone of population concentration. These relief fe~tures
have imposed limits on the human activity from lumbering and nomadic pastoralism
in the north to agriculture in the term region. Kathmandu valley is an attractive
region because of its congenial climate. It excels both in terms of climate and
agricultural land use. Nepal lies between the two great coultttiesof India and
China.
The Himalayan kingdom of Nepal is divided into: Great Himaiayas,Middle
Himalayas and the term belt which runs parallel to the axis of the outer Himalayan
range known as the Siwalik Range (Map 2.6). As noted earlier, the Great Himalayas
are a formidable mountain range, with an average height of 4,570 m. (15,000 feet)
and above. The Middle Himalayas, locally known as the Mahabharata Range in
Nepal, is relatively not as high as the Great Himalayan Range, the average height
being 2,500 m. (8,200 feet). The wet and once heavily forested term region is situated
in the southern part of Nepal bordering India. The relief features have played a role
in defining the zone of population concentration. These relief features have imposed
limits on the human activity from lumbering and nomadic pastoralism in the north
to agriculture in the term region. Kathmandu valley is an attractive region because of
its congenial climate. It excels both in terms of climate and agricultural. land use.
Nepa,llies between the two great countries of India and China.
It appears that the crux of the political relations lies in a balancing act of
shrewd diplomacy, maintaining the policy of non-alignment with any of the two
neighbours, who have a history of conflict between them. The policy of nonalignment between the two countries has helped the Nepalese nation immensely.

The geographical location of the kingdom has made it a fragile buffer state, receiving
developmental aid from both the neighbours. The geographical location has also
made Nepal a heaven for the fUgitives from India. ever since the establishment of
the British Empire in the South Asian subcontinent. The Nepalese also imported
conflicting ideologies - parliamentary democracy from India and Maoism/socialism
from China. The problems of underdevelopment and poverty of the Nepali people
is due to the quasi-feudalistic relations of production. The Nepali youth are supposed
to have convinced that communism is the only alternative for the liberation of the
marginalised massesl6 (See also Appendix I).
Bhutan derived its name from the Bhotia or Bhote tribe, an ethnic group, living
in India as well as in Bhutan. Nestled in the Himalayas, Bhutan has common
borders with India and China (Map 2.7). A total population of about 0.67 million
is distributed unevenly due to the hilly terrain, which determines the availability
of the land for agriculture. The kingdom of Bhutan has a temperate climate with
marked local variations: cold winters, cool and warm summers. However, the
southern region of Bhutan bordering India is an exception. Here the climatic
conditions are typically sub-tropical-a
combination of heat and humidity.
Because ofits location in the sub-Himalayan region, the kingdom receives copious
rainfall, mainly during the summer months-l,520
mm. (or 16 inches) in the
submontane valleys and 5,080 mm. (or 200 inches) in the southern parts bordering
the buars.
·'lReferences have been made to the travels of Step hen Cacelle and John Cabral.
wh<rarrived in Paro, Bhutan, on March 25, 1627. Barring the visit of these
foreigners, no European traveJlers visited the kingdom. James Renell, the first
Surveyor General of India, was deputed to survey the territories in India going to
be ruled by the British. Renell mentions the 'Bhoutan Rajah' as the ruler of the
territory. Moreover, travels were discouraged because the natives were averse to
this idea. They did not allow foreign visitors to their country. Historical records
show that George BogIe visited Bhutan as the head of the mission to Tibet in
1774. Watren Hastings was highly inquisitive about the territory of Dev Rajah.
Under his instruction Turner visited parts of Bhutan. Among others Dr. William
Griffiths, a well-known Botanist, arrived at Punakha, situated in east Bhutan on
April 1, 1838. He left behind a short sketch of the natural vegetation, economy
and the people.
Reaching Bhutan was always difficult; Himalayas are difficult to cross and the
kingdom of Bhu tan survived the onslaught of time. It is also important to understand
the psyche of the people of Bhutan. European explorers belong to a different
category. They visited Bhutan in the· guise of pilgrims and collected important
information on the territory. On the basis of this information a map of Bhutan and
adjoining areas was compiled. The sub-Himalayan states of Sikkim, Bhutan and
Tibet continued to attract the attention of the explorers. Bhutan is divided into
four dzongdey (administrative zones). Each dzongdey is further divided into 20
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Map 2.7: Map of Bhutan

dzong Khag (districts). The kingdom is administered by a commiss.ioner, locaily
.
. be
known as dzongtsap.
The kingdom of Bhutan is an example of a delicate relationship
tween
altitude and location. The southern region, bordering the valley of Assam,
. experiences homid sub-tropical climate. The next regi~n has a micro-thermal
Himalayan climate. This region extends over the Inner Hlffialayas. Above 20,000
ft. the climate is Tundra type.
A cross-section of the country from south to north shall take .one throu~h
several vegetation zones. Tropical moist deciduou~ trees ar~ found m the ~uml.d
sub-tropical south and temperate coniferous tree~ m the mlcro-t?ermal chm~tlc
zone. On the other hand, northern Tundra regIOn has the alpmevegetatl?n.
Bhutan's economy is pre-dominantly based on agriculture and the alhed
activities, such as animal husbandry. The natural environment is harsh. It does
not leave much scope for the diversification of the Bhutanese e~onomy. Most
of Bhutan is unproductive. Agriculture is mainly concentrat~d ll1 the narI?w
Duar strip and the major river valleys of central Bhutan. B~eedmg and p~stunng
of cattle is an important source of income. Among .t~e al:llmals, the Indian C?W
and half-breed yaks are predominant. Cattle ralsmg IS a~so done for dal~
products. Agriculture is confined to well-water~d valleys a~d m the ~arm hUIt.lld
Duars at the foot of the mountains. The mam food gram crop~ mclude. nce
and buckwheat. A very coarse variety--of barley is also grown m the higher
valleys. Potatoes grow up to an altitude uf 14,000 ft. In the absence of a ~egular
census, the size of population is an intelligent guess only. But these estimates

differ vastly. The estimated population is between 300,000 to 800.000 persons.
As in all other mountainous countries density of population is low. It is estimated
that three-fourths of the population consists of Mahayana Buddhists. The
remaining population consists of the Nepalese. who follow a Brahmanical
version of Hinduism.
Bhutan has signed a treaty with India, which enables the kingdom to sell their
products to India. The main items of external trade include quality furniture,
horticultural products and fruits (Karan 1967: 79).
Sri Lanka is one of the northern-most islands of the Indian Ocean (Map 2.8). Its
west coast is as rainy as the Malabar o,ast of the Indian peninsula, a continuation of
the same monsoon regime. Most of the rainfall occurs during the SQuthwest monsoon
period. A part of the island is dry and the typical breaks in monsoon may result in
drought of varied intensityl1, even though the rainfall amount is not so low--between
1,250 and 1,850 mm. Central parts of the island are hilly.The highest point is reached
in the Pidurutalagala peak (2,524 m.). This region is the core of the island. Kandy
with an elevation of 500 m. has served as the capital of the successive generations of
Sinhalese kings. It continues to be the hub of the Sinhalese culture and religion.
However, its congenial climate also attracted the European colonisers. particularly
the Dutch and the British. The primeval foresdand was cleared for plantation crops,
such as coffee, tea, rubber and coconut, which were introduced by the colonisers.
The hill ecosystem waS disturbed because of the plantation crops in spite of their
high export value.
Sri LanIcJis a microcosm of the subcontinent-its history, culture, polity and
population dynamics have all followed the same path; quest for democracy, balanced
development and peace has continued, although with not much of a success.
Elections are held time and again. Official attempts to address the problems of
civil conflict; have by and large failed. The state policy is not adequate for handling
the national problems, such as Tamil insurgency, and underdevelopment. It has
suffered setbacks due to the indefinite postponement of the parleys between the
. Sinhaleseand the Tamils.
.
.
. These groups have not been able to achieve a working understanding among
them. India, like a big brother, has tried to help the island nation. But it has also
tended to overlook the problem both in the maintenance of democracy as well
as cultural harmony. Moreover, India has not been active in resolving the interethnic problems. Not much has been done to bring the fighting factions to a
'discussion table. Tamil-Sinhalese relations have remained strained all the years.
The other side of the story is that the political parties in Sri Lanka do not have
unanimous views on this vexed ethnic problem.18 The centre-state relations in
India are such that the federal central government has no major role to play.
The government has moved cautiously so far and can take no steps, which are
likely to strain the relations with Sri Lanka. No"£entral government in India can
afford to ignore the interests of the ruling National Progressive Alliance (NPA)

,
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in New Delhi. and the state government ruled by ~ADMK ~n.Chennai.
Paradoxically, India has not been much vocal on the question ofTamil msurgency.
While India is opposed to militancy anywhere in the world, it appears to be noncommitted towards Sri Lanka. This task, of peace-keeping, to a very large extent,
was taken up by a far-away country-Norway. The Norwegian efforts, lauda~le
by all means have brought peace, but not a viable settlement of the on-gomg
ethnic problem. 19
•
The island nation has a shared history with other countnes of the
subcontinent, particularly India. Tamil, a Dravidian language is spoken by the
Tamils of Sri Lanka. On the other hand, Sinhalese belongs to ~he Indo-European
family. Thus the political problem in Sri Lanka today is a matter of adjustment
and understanding between the Dravidian and the Indo-Arya~ language ~oups.
Tamil is a cultural continuity of the Dravidian peninsular India and the Insular
Sri Lanka. The Indian government has always offered a helping hand but it is
always difficult to differentiate between diplomacy and rheto~c. in ~olit.ical
speeches of the leaders.2O Non-alignment does not mean neutralIty m situations
of violence.
Today, the island economy is mostly dependent on peasant a~cul~ure.
However, export-oriented plantation crops have always sustain~ the nation. Nmety
per cent of the foreign exchange comes from the export of SPiceS,.te.a,.rubber, and
coconut. The area under food grains, mainly paddy has dlmlmshed, as a
consequence. Rest of the land is utilised for export crops. But there may not

necessarily be a cause-and-effect relationship between the two. The prosperity of
the planters is one of the causes of the poverty of the paddy growers, the aborigines
known as the Vedides and other marginalised sections of population.
The island nation of the Maldives is an integral part of the subcontinent. Formerly
known as the Maldives Islands, it is currently known as Divehi ]amhuriyya
(Republican Maldives). There are 1,087 islands, although only 215 are inhabited.
The archipelago stretches 804 km. in a north-south direction and 159 km. eastwest. Located in the north-central part of the Indian Ocean. 1,087 islands are
clustered in 19 atolls about 643 km. south-west of Sri Lanka and almost the same
distance from the southern tip of the Indian Peninsula in Cape Comorin (Map
2.9). The total length of the coastline is about 2,393 km. There is ample scope for
fishing, which is the main source of national income. The islands encompass the
total area of 298 sq. km. with an estimated population of 238,000 persons. The
population of the islands is reported to be growing fast; estimated annual growth
rate being 3 per cent. However, the nation is not in a hurry to implement a planning
policy Qnpopulation. Average household size is 5.4 persons. Divehi administration
has no schemes on the anvil'to regulate the population growth.
Maldives consists of tiny islands just a few feet above the sea level. Secular
changes in the sea-level often result in the disappearance of islands. Some disappear
while others appear due to the same phenomenon. There are several navigable
channels in the east-west direction. Notable among them are Kardivie or Five
Degree':'Channel, Viemendu or Kolemadedula, one-and-a- half Degree Channel
and th~Equatorial Channel. These channels provide ways for marine navigation.
The islands enjoy a typically tropical climate with little seasonal change in
temperature. Rains are copious and have a marked seasonality. The southwest
monsoon current brings rains during the period from June to August and the
. northeast monsoon current during the period from November to March. The
average annual rainfall is 254 cm. (100 inches). Both the temperatures and rainfall
support the vegetation cover, which is by and large, an Equatorial type. Till recently
Maldives was a British Protectorate. This status lasted for a period of 78 years
from 1887 to 1965. The air base at Oan is the only relic of the British possession.
The country is being administered by the constitution adopted in 1953, but
reactivated in 1968. It is interesting to note that Maldives does not have a
department of defence, post office, ministry oflabour, social security administration.
It is alleged that elections are held on the basis of universal suffrage.
All population over 21 years of age have a right of franchise. The government
is controlled by vested interests. Legal system is based on Islamic Shariah modified
in the light of the modern law. For example, all draconian laws have been abolished.
The administration functions on the basis of 19 verin, or a Chief, for each of the 19
atolls. The verin is, however, assisted by an elected committee. There is kateeb
- (headman) in each populated atoll, both the Verin and the kateeb are appointed by
'''the president.
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A series. of development projects have been launched recently t~prom~e
fishing and food processing industries. Plans have been chalked out for lmprovmg
communications, tourism and health services.
India

India, as we know it today, is a residual state in te~ of size. It encompasses all the
land after excluding peripheral areas, such as Afghanistan, Pakistan, Bangladesh,
Nepal, Sri Lanka and Bhutan. The freedom movement culminated in indepen~~nce
in 1947. However, independence came with the Partition of the country. Iruttally,
Pakistan consisted of East and West Wings. The Eastern Wing, however, seceded
and a new country, Bangladesh, came into being. From the verybegiuning, the
Eastern Wing of Pakistan was not a viable arrangement politica~ly ,35 well ~s
strategically. Perhaps it was a response to the operation of the centrifugal force m
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from Kachchh in Gujarat to Ishkuman and Yasin (Kishanganga Valley) in the
northwest. In the northeastern sector, the crest of the low hills of Nagaland,
Manipur and Mizoram describe the borders between India and Myanmar. The
southern part of India consists of plateau. The peninsular plateau is bordered
by the relict mountain ranges known as the Western and the Eastern Ghats. It is
because of this location that the country receives an abundance of sunshine and
rain. The Ghats have passed through successive phases of a long history. They
play an important role in the distribution of monsoon rains. In fact, the Gh~ts
act as a water-divide. Parts of the plateau lie in what is known as the 'rain shadow'
area of the Western Ghats. The general pattern of the distribution of rainfall
suggests a decreasing tendency from the east to the west. These factors also
define the economic opportunities available to the people mostly dependent on
agriculture. The region experiences a dry tropical monsoon type of climate. But
there are large variations in the distribution of temperature, rainfall and humidity.
The northern boundary of the subcontinent lies in the Himalayas. A segment of
the international boundary between India and China lies in Jammu and Kashmir,
Himachal Pradesh, Uttaranchal, Sikldm and Arunachal Pradesh. Paradoxically,
the upper" p~rts of the Siachen glacier, lying in the Karakoram range is in the
possession of Pakistan, while India controls the lower parts of the glacier. The
northern sub-Himalayan regiop experiences an alpine type of climate, more
particularly in Kashmir as well as Himachal Pradesh and in the newly created
state of Uttaranchal. On the other hand, the peninsular region experiences hot
and humid climate. Because of the diversity in weather, climate and water supply,
a variety of crops are grown in different parts of the country. These crops include
wheat, paddy, bajra la millet), jowar, dorapern, sorghum and maize. Besides,
there are oilseeds like groundnut, rape,.mustard and sesamum. Sugarcane, cotton,
and pulses, like gram and tur are also grown over vast areas of the north Indian
plain. Plantation crops, such as coconut, coffee, tea, and rubber are also grown
on a large scale. It is noteworthy that agriculture absorbs a very large population,
about 70 per cent, who are dependent on peasant agriculture. Agrarian relations
have never been smooth. Mter the abolition of tamindari, particularly in Oudh
and parts of West Bengal, i~ the early fifties, a healthy change was noticed. But
it was short-lived. There were mechanisms to accumulate land in a few hands in
each village. The ruling Congress Party felt the need for land reforms but found
it ineffective. Even today, agriculture contributes to the gross national product
in no small a way.
India lies in the tropical monsoon type of climate. There are large variations
in all elements of climate; rains decrease from east to west, while it increases
from west to east in the narrow coastal plains lying on the outer fringe of the
peninsular plateau. As one moves from east to west pn the North Indian Plain,
the dependence on irrigation increases. In regions, where irrigation is not viable,
crops are grown with dry farming methods. The large-scale fluctuations in rainfall
result in intermittent drought. For centuries altogether, drought has resulted in
famines of varied intensity. The history of the country is full of episOdes of drought,
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fami~es a~d death. These conditions have often led to migration from dry to
hu~ud reglons - men ~nd animals moving in large numbers from Gujarat and
RaJasthan to wetter regiOns in the east and the north. The interior of the peninsula
is a dry region, perhaps the best example of rain~shadow area; the Western
Ghats are rainier than the interior parts of the peninsula. Winter rains from the
northeast current of the monsoon (November to March) compensate to a very
large extent, for the deficiency of rains during the southwest monsoon period
(June to September). The history is also full of references to the conflicts on
sharing the river waters, e.g., sharing the Kaveri waters between Karnataka and
Tamil Nadu; or sharing the Narmada Waters between Madhya Pradesh and
Gujarat. Suggestions have been made in political circles to link the rivers of
India on the pattern of national electricity grid. But such suggestions are not
viable, simply because there is not much water available in the rivers of the
North. It is also not viable because of the costs involved. The north Indian
rivers flow in a low lying plain. The land rises gradually from the Ganga delta to
the Indo~Gangetic divide in Delhi and Haryana. The plateau rises abruptly south
of the Yamuna. It reaches an average height of 600 m. (about 2,000 feet) in a few
kilometres. In any case, the cost would be much higher than the ben~ts accruing
to the farmers. Moreover, the plan of diversion of river waters will disturb the
ecological balance seriously. The plan of diversion also appears detrimental to
the little economies of the tribal and riverbank communities. The people of the
states from where the proposed link canals are likely to pass will oppose the idea
because it will necessarily lead to redistribution of population, particularly the
tribes who practice shifting agriculture (jhum). The civil strife and the water
riots httthe ecologically fragile regions of central India are symptoms of the
impending crisis.
•. One may go back to the early days of India and Pakistan when the dominions
signed on the Indus Treaty, which provided for sharing the river waters between
India and Pakistan. The proposed diversion of river waters would lead to dangerous
consequences. The problem of relations between India and Bangladesh is critically
related to the Farraka Barrage and the quantum of water to be stored to flow due
to the objections raised by Bangladesh. The issue is not easy to resolve.
India is a vast country in terms of geographical area (3.29 million sq. km.).
But there are other large countries, such as Australia, Brazil, United States of
America, China, Canada and Russia. The country is about one~third of the size of
Canada and a little more than one~third of China. However, it surpasses most of
the countries of.the world in terms of population size. The country is mOre populous
than the combmed population of Russia, United States of America Canada
Austra~ia an~ Brazil. The population ofIndia crossed the billion mark se~eral yea~
ago. It 18 estimated that the population has now reached the mark of 1.02 billion.
~he. compa~ison with the developed countries of the world is of very little
stgnl~cance m so f~r as .the quality of life is concerned. Nobody can be proud of
the SIZeof population slmpl¥..because of the numbers. The critiCal indicators of
density of population and growth rate reveal more than these numbers. It is true
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that in terms of population size India is second to China. But China is far ahead of
.
.
India in terms of human development.
Population is unevenly distributed among the states of the Ufilon. FiVe states
of the Indian union, viz. Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Maharashtra, West Bengal, an?
Andhra Pradesh share among themselves more than one~half of the country s
population. The situation in the south is different. For example, the state ofUttar
Pradesh has more people than the combined population of Kt;rala, ~arnataka and
Tamil Nadu. Geographers generally relate the size of population wlth t~e natural
resources and availability of agricultural land. It is considered as the most Important
indicator of pressure of population on land.
.
.
India has been governed by a Constitution adopted m 1952. While t~e
Constitution has been amended several times during the last 54 years, the baslc
structure of governance has remained the same. There is a dualisti~ system ~f
governance. The centraVunion government is in char~ of the baslc a.ll~I~dla
matters. Defence, finance, international trade, transportation and commumcatlOns
are controlled by the central government. There are other departments. such as
agriculture rural and urban development, education, health, excise and sales tax,
which are ~thin the jurisdiction of the states. There are twenty~eight states and
seven union territories. Each of these states has a legislative assembly and. a
legislative council. Thus the legislative powers are in the' hands of the sta~es.
However, there are many areas, such as human resource development (educatio~ .
and health), which are considered as the state subject. There are areas of •
administration/j urisdiction in which the rights of the union governmellt are shared
between the state and the union government.
.
.
The Constitution oflndia envisaged a form of federalism to bmd the states With
the union. Although the spirit of federalism has not been implemented fully, it
continues to be the basic guiding principle. Centre~state relations remain rr matter
of definition. Larger states take a lion's share out of the central development fu~ds
leaving little scope for the smaller states. Indian fede~lism is b~d on th~ SOCIO~
cultural theory recognising multiple identities as the baSISof co~l~ctive coexistence.
Indian federalism is a political principle necessary to stablhse the pattern of
constitutional distribution of power and as an administrative arrangem.ent to
legitimise distribution of power and jurisdiction between the federal authonry and
the state (Khan 1997: vi).
.
The Indian political tradition has come to terms with ~e pr~e.ss o~ natio~~
building. However, it is quite different from the federal natlOn~bUlldtng. Wh~t 18
usually referred as nation~building without the prefix federal becom~s In a
continental polity of India's spatial (geographic~l size), de~i~ of ~pul~~on and
diversity of culture and society ... an unimagined authonranan Imposttt.on, an
uncritical regimentation and a negative proces~s of duress to ch~
u~ty and
union of a complex and variegated federal situation into mere umformlty and
conformism of a simple unitarian state' (Khan 1997: 1).
There is a set of priorities for tratlSformation of a free democ~tic soci~~ with
accumulated economic disparities and inter~regional imbalance, m condltions of
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scarced resources,
. mto
.
I' low technology and mal-d eve Iopment 0f goods an d servtces
a mo ern po tty. There are five priority areas for national reconstruction:
(~~ Stabilis~ng the foundations of participatory democracy;
(11) Promotmg secular polity;
(Hi)Ensuring social justice;
(iv) Subordinating anything else to the rule oflaw' and
(v) Maintaining an open society.
'
In all sU~hgene~lisations what ismissingis the focus on federal nation-building
(Kh an
1997. 2).. It t~ customary to recognise the environmental framework to
understand the diversity of cultures within the mosaic of ecologt'call d'
.
Diversity h be'
h
y tverse regtons.
.
. as en given not muc of a weight as compared to the unifying processes
mtegra~mg the underlined lit.de cultural worlds into all aspiring empires. It is
gen~ral y acce~t~d t~~t the regIOnaldifferentiation owes its origin to the ecological
settl~g. The slmtlanttes or expressions of uniqueness have lived longer than th
emplfes (Ahmad 1994: 56).
e
Nehru, the first prime minister of free India, died as a crusader of peace
although frustrated by the failures of the Nehruvian political system bod~ at hom~
and abroad. There were the old phantoms in the new garb--pover , hun
underdc.velopment, parochialism, regionalism and an ailing economy ati:.ome
ms and ~tresses of t~ global political and economic order abroad. Our
th~
netg~rs-Chl~
and Pakistan-had their own compulsionS. Nehru could bri
abo~t netther r;ace nor development, which were the age-old dreams of an ordinang
Indian. Nehru s panchsheel failed to lure China But his accomplish
ry
eclipsed b th
h
hr
.
ments were
. . . y e ove~-arc ing t .eat to national integration, a piece of his own
tmagmatton and natIOnal security. He died after remaining in dffice for seventeen
ye.ars..I~ the end he came to be known, as a dreamer rather than an achiever. His
sctentlfic temper and the massive support of the people could not diminish the
agon~ of th~ man who wanted to undo the legacy of poverty, parochialism and the
seemmgly disparate levels of regional development.

h:

:j

A Resume
In sum, we can s~y that the subcontinent presents a case of multiple identities
;:d not ~f plura~lsm. There are visible and invisible links, which connect the
h u~h Asian nattons a~d de~ne th~ir identity. We can describe the region as
av10g a common hentage m all 1Odicators of historical and contem ra
. dye~opm~nt: It is obs~rved that the British Empire in India played an im~a:;;
ro e m bnngtng the dtsparate parts within the ambit of a single 'whole' Th
ethnic ~cene today is an end-product of centuries of intermixing of rad;l and
ethno-l~ngual elements. Moreover, the impulses of social, ethno-lingual and
economl~ cha~ge. are an index of fusion and not fission. As already noted. two
boundanes dehmtt. the subcontinent· . the Ht'ndu Koh -H'Imalayasmt. h enort h

and the Indian Ocean in the south. Geography, more particularly locational
factors have contributed to the over-arching unity. The people of the subcontinent
are diverse and disparate. Our identity is based ~n the integrative processes
operating through the ages. One notices the coexistence of diverse elements
from pr,imitive communism to the liberal democracy and petty capitalism. The
people of South Asia have passed through phases of history of division, further
sub-division and integrative force was weak. The historical experience is that
religion has never been a uniting force. The integrating forces have been
ephemeral. There are nomads, wandering in different parts of the subcontinent
in the midst of agrarian communities. They live on the periphery of the river
valleys. Agricultural produce has sustained the people through the ages. A
hierarchical social system has survived, even though the old forms of culture
and economies are becoming anachronistic. The population has subsumed diverse
forces like caste, ethnicity, language. religion and local tradition. The idea that
people have inherited different traditions of society and polity does not mean
separation and indifference. The purpose of democracy is to strengthen the
individuality of the individual but not the rejection of heterogeneity.
Languages like Sanskrit, Tamil, Persian, Hindi-Urdu and English have
operated as a unifying force at different stages of our social history. In modern
times, transport and communication systems, trade of commodities, education,
urbanisation and industrialisation have played ·the role of integration. The
traditional routes of migration have brought the people in far-off regions into a
broader frame of unity. The Early Indians consisted of tribes mostly practicing
egalitarian values, and unconscious of any hierarchy. Astro-Asiatic languages,
despite the fact that they were surrounded by the developed languages, were not
wiped out. Language provides scope for give-a~d-take across the language
domains. Middle India presents a case of overlap of language domains. It also
displays evidence of one language dominating over the other. The tribal groups
have lived in comparative isolation. The surface features of the subcontinent
played a role in defining the overall identity.
We will examine this evidence in some detail in order to understand the
phenomenon of division and union. Rapid change has been registered in regions
of agricultural development. Industrialisation and urbanisation have promoted the
process of integration. But it could not remove the disparities. Even the democratic
process has not been able to reject these structures. Indian democracy has, by and
large, adapted itself to the social system. If caste is a basic element of identity, the
geographical distribution of caste groups will be a factor, which no political party
can ignore. Political parties have often been responsible for retaining the status
quo. It is not the unity but the diversity, which is the hallmark of distinction of the
people of the subcontinent.
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END NOTES AND REFERENCES
1. Pushtuns/Pakhtuns are described as true Afghans. Besides Afghanistan where they
are a major ethnic group, Pushtuns are also found in the North Western Frontier
Province of Pakistan. It has been found that an overwhelming proportion-95 per
cent--of the Pushtu' speakers of Pakistan live in the North Western Frontier
Province districts of Bannu, Kohat, Mardan and Peshawar. They are also found in
Baluchistan, Sind and the Punjab. They are by and large a trans-humance group
and move along familiar routes, spending summers in Afghanistan and winters in
Pakistan.
2. Across the Himalayan range lies the Xinjiang province of China; Tarim Basinwhere
the ancient civilisation of Kashgar and Khotan were born. The narrow panhandle of
the Wakhan region of Afghanistan served as a shatter belt between the Tsarist and
the British Empires in South Asia.
3. Khyber Pass has been a major entry point for travellers between Kabul and
Peshawar.
4. Read Hindu Koh, not Hindu Kush. It appears that the term was adopted later. Abul
Fazal Allami, author of the Ain-e-Akbari mentions it as Hindu Koh. All major
entries into the subcontinent were made via the passes in the Hindu Koh range.
The change of the name from Hindu Koh to Hindu Kush is a mystery. But the
general opinion is that the invaders who plundered time and again nick named the
range as Hindu Kush, meaning the killer of Hindus. The reference is to the hazardous
mountain range with high passes'frozen during the major part of the year. Several
expeditions from India with the intent of crossing the mountain range reported a
high toll of life.
5.. The.traf~nsisting
of nomads along with their animals who reached Kabul found
the Khyber Pass as the main gateway to India. The Kabul river meets the Indus near
Attock.
6. The major urban centres "of Afghanistan, such as Kabul (1,830 m. or 6,000 ft.),
Jalalabad (550 m. or 1,800 ft.) and Qandhar (1,070 m. or 3,500 ft.) lie at different
altitudes. Kabul enjoys a pleasant weather throughout the year, comparable to some
extent with Shimla or Nainital, well-known hill resorts in the Siwalik Range. Winters
are cold and summers are generally pleasant. However, Afghanistan is a dry country
with the average annual rainfall not exceeding 305 mm. (about 12 inches). But
most of the water supply comes from the snowmelt of the Hindu Koh and other
mountains.
7. The partition of the country resulted in the dislocation of population and migration
of Muslims from India to Pakistan and the Hindu and Sikh population from Pakistan
to India. As is well known, millionsof people of either country shifted their residence
under the threat of violence that erupted before and after independence.
8. The struggle for the liberation of East Pakistan resulted in a tripartite war: India,
Pakistan and the people of East Pakistan. The main issue was that the Eastern
Wing of Pakistan was an example of neo-colonialism imposed by the Pakistani
regime.
9. The Liberation movement in the East Wing of Pakistan ~ based on the notion that
the Bengalis had a separate identity and cannot be subs\lmed in the population of
West Pakistan.

10. Bangladesh came into being as a separate autonomous and sovereign state at the
culmination of a bloodystrugglefor separation. It wasIndia's full-fledgedinvolvement
in the 1971 war that helped the Muslim Bengalisto realise their dream.
11. See the author's interview to the Indian Currents (Vol. XV, Issue 27,2003: 2021).
12. There is a climatic indicator of dry conditions and measured on the basis of aridity
index. The Thar Desert in India and Pakistan is a part of the arid zone, which extends
from the Aravallis in India encompassing the western parts of Rajasthan, Sind,
Baluchistan, southern Afghanistan to southern Iran and Saudi Arabia.
13. 'Most of the Bengali speaking non-locals merged with the local communities and
were integrated therein. The Urdu-speaking and educated upper and middle classes,
including professionals and big businessmen, moved from East Pakistan to West
Pakistan by air or sea in search of better alternatives. However, the bulk of Urduspeaking people, largeiy consisting of illiterate masses, farmers, landless workers,
artisans and petty merchants, decided to stay on in East Pakistan. Unfortunately,
these refugees mostly originated from the Indian states of east Uttar Pradesh and
Bihar. They were concentrated in ethnic enclaves for group solidarity and security
which restrained their mobilityand reduced the chances of employment' (see A.EM.
Kamaluddin in Kosinski (ed.), Population Redistribution and Development in South
Asia, Dordecht, Holland, 1985:224. According to officialestimates of the census of
1951, there were 1,18,181 Urdu-speaking refugees. Out ofthis, 18,819 originated
from Uuar Pradesh, 97,349 from Bihar and 2,002 from either Punjab or Delhi, p.
224, ibid.
14. A simple definition of secularismis the political validity.There should be evidence to
show that all our actions are in harmony with the state policycommitted to the values
of democracy, failing which either secularism or democracy would remain slogans.
15. The two neighbours India and Nepal have a softborder.The terai belt extends parallel
to the foot of the Siwaliksin Uttar Pradesh (India) and Nepal. Visais not a condition
but visitors from either side have to prove their identity.
16. The on-going civil strife is largelydue to the hold of the landed peasantry on the state
machinery. One may apprehend that the present struggle being waged by the Maoists
is going to be a long-drawn battle.
17. The monsoon type ofclimate ofboth Sri Lanka and India ischaracterised by its erratic
behaviour. Fluctuations in the rainfall amount and its intensity lead to a Sequence of
floodsfollowedbydrought. If the drought continues for more than three weeks it hits
the paddy crop. Drought continues to be a nlajor hazard to agriculture in the
subcontinent.
18. Tamil struggle for recognition as a national minority identity is not new. Central
governments in India have time and again made appeals to the two parties, the Tamils
and the federal govenUllents of Sri Lanka. However, the ground reality is that the
state government in Chennai (formerlyMadras) willbe required to concur with any
policy measures taken by the government ofIndia.
19. There is a history of the Tamil problem in Sri Llinka.ln fact, the differences between
the two opposing factions have their roots in the cultural and linguistic tradition. The
struggle is between the two diverse groups-Dravidian Tamils and the Indo-Aryan
Sinhalese.

